The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP.  Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A:  APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Education

B.Ed. in Secondary Social Sciences; History and Citizenship, Geography (120 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. \textit{Rationale}: Removal of equivalent course, which leaves remaining course required.

B.Ed. in Secondary Social Sciences; History and Citizenship, Ethics and Religious Culture (120 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. \textit{Rationale}: Removal of equivalent course, which leaves remaining course required.

B.Ed. in Secondary Mathematics (120 cr.) – required courses deleted, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, note added to complementary-course list, complementary credits increased. \textit{Rationale}: Providing students with a choice of previously-required courses provides proper background.

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary Pédagogie de l’Immersion Française (120 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. \textit{Rationale}: Providing more choice to students.

Faculty of Engineering

B.Eng. in Computer Engineering (133-139 cr.) – program credit weight revised, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits deceased, elective-course section added, elective credits increased, how elective course chosen indicated. \textit{Rationale}: Pertinent course added, and an elective course added to allow students to expand knowledge of other disciplines.

B.Eng. in Electrical Engineering (134-138 cr.) – program credit weight revised, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits deceased, elective-course section added, elective credits increased, how elective course chosen indicated. \textit{Rationale}: An elective course added to allow students to expand knowledge of other disciplines.

B.Eng.; Honours in Electrical Engineering (138-142 cr.) – program credit weight revised, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits deceased, elective-course section added, elective credits increased, how elective course chosen indicated. \textit{Rationale}: An elective course added to allow students to expand knowledge of other disciplines.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

M.Eng. in Biological and Biomedical Engineering (45 cr.) – alternative spanned version of course added to required courses, complementary courses deleted and added, how complementary courses chosen revised. \textit{Rationale}: Updates to courses. \textit{ES Comments/Corrections}: Because the eCalendar only includes “09” effective proposals, these revisions will only appear in the 2018-2019 version.

M.Sc.(A.) in Occupational Therapy; Non-Thesis (62 cr.) – program credit weight increased, description, credit weight for some required courses, required credits increased. \textit{Rationale}: Review of two courses’ workload resulted in increasing credit weights. \textit{ES Comments/Corrections}: Will the school admit in Winter term? If not, revise effective term to 201809 because 201801 will not be included in the current eCalendar. There are currently students registered for the courses being revised – they would need to be deregistered and the CRNs already created deleted before the course can be updated within Banner – then all students would need to be re-registered.

M.Sc.(A.) in Physical Therapy; Non-Thesis (62 cr.) – program credit weight increased, description, credit weight increased for some required courses, required credits increased. \textit{Rationale}: Review of course workload resulted in increasing two courses’ credit weight. \textit{ES Comments/Corrections}: Will the school admit in Winter term? If not, revise effective term to 201809 because 201801 will not be included in the current eCalendar. There are currently students registered for the courses being revised – they would need to be deregistered and the CRNs already created deleted before the course can be updated within Banner – then all students would need to be re-registered.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]

M.Mus. in Performance; Conducting (45 cr.) – description, program prerequisite courses deleted and added, how prerequisite courses chosen revised, required courses deleted and added, how required courses chosen revised, complementary courses deleted and added, how complementary chosen revised, credit weight decreased for a complementary course. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Required Courses (27 credits)” before list of Thesis Performance courses so it is clear to students which courses are required.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
B.A.; Minor Concentration in North American Studies (18 cr.). Rationale: Upon Faculty’s recommendation, this low-enrolment program is being retired.
B.A.; Major Concentration in North American Studies (36 cr.). Rationale: Upon Faculty’s recommendation, this low-enrolment program is being retired.
B.A.; Minor Concentration in Neo-Hellenic Studies (18 cr.). Rationale: Upon Faculty’s recommendation, this low-enrolment program is being retired.
B.A.; Minor Concentration in Scriptural Languages (18 cr.). Rationale: Upon Faculty’s recommendation, this low-enrolment program is being retired.
B.A.; Major Concentration in Scriptures and Interpretations (36 cr.). Rationale: Upon Faculty’s recommendation, this low-enrolment program is being retired.
B.A.; Major Concentration in Québec Studies (36 cr.). Rationale: Upon Faculty’s recommendation, this low-enrolment program is being retired.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
IGFS 611 Advanced Issues on Dev, Food & Agric (3 cr.). ES Comments/Corrections: Org Table revised to indicate for the new Institute as “Teaching” for “Academic Activity."

Faculty of Education
EDER 636 Crit and Ethic Dimen of Sex Ed (3 cr.) [PRN 12535]. ES Comments/Corrections: Include a restriction that states “Not open to students who have taken [topics course number] when topic was ‘Critical and Ethical Dimensions of Sexualities Education.’”

Schulich School of Music
MUIN 630 Conducting Tutorial 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12423]. Affected program revised; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted; in restriction, indicate program’s full title;
MUIN 631 Conducting Tutorial 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12424]. Affected program revised; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted; confirm whether MUIN 630 should be a prerequisite or the courses may be taken in any order; in restriction, indicate program’s full title;
MUIN 632 Conducting Tutorial 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 12425]. Affected program revised; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “Yes” for Program Change Form Submitted; confirm whether MUIN 631 should be a prerequisite or the courses may be taken in any order; in restriction, indicate program’s full title;
MUIN 633 Conducting Tutorial 4 (3 cr.) [PRN 12457]. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Confirm whether MUIN 632 should be a prerequisite or the courses may be taken in any order. Clarify statement in supplementary info box – is there a specific fee and confirmation is required whether the Fee Advisory Committee needs to approve the “Per-credit fees”
SECTION B:  APPROVED COURSES  [continued]

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
ES Comments/Corrections: Since “B” is a non-standard minimum grade for a prerequisite on an undergraduate-level courses, a note was added in the restriction so students are aware of the higher grade requirement for this course; restriction revised to include “Open to students who have earned a minimum of “B” in the prerequisite course …” The same note should be added to the restriction of LSCI 451 via a course revision proposal.  LSCI 452 does not need to be passed with a minimum grade of “B”.

Faculty of Arts
SWRK 624 Community Org.: Advocacy (3 cr.) [PRN 12544] – title, description;
ECON 305 Industrial Organization (3 cr.) [PRN 11323] – prerequisites, restriction;
ECON 308 Govt Policy Towards Business (3 cr.) [PRN 12493] – prerequisites, restriction;
ECON 313 Economic Development 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11324] – prerequisites, restriction;

Faculty of Education
SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Program Affected;
SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for Program Affected.

Faculty of Engineering
ARCH 702 Dissertation Report 1 (0 cr.) [PRN 12347] – title;

Faculty of Medicine
OCC1 503 Clinical Practicum 3 (8 cr.) [PRN 11170] – credit weight.  
ES Comments/Corrections: There are 58 students already registered for this course in 201801;
OCC1 623 Assistive Technology (3 cr.) [PRN 11171] – credit weight.  
ES Comments/Corrections: There are 60 students already registered for this course in 201801;
PHTH 573 PT Clinical Practicum 3 (8 cr.) [PRN 11173] – credit weight.  
ES Comments/Corrections: There are 61 students already registered for this course in 201801;
PHTH 622 Integrated Pain Management (3 cr.) [PRN 11974] – credit weight, course activities/schedule types, description.  
ES Comments/Corrections: There are 65 students already registered for this course in 201801.

Schulich School of Music
MUPG 580 Rehearsal Tech for Conductors (1.5 cr.) [PRN 12426] – credit weight, title, description, slot status;
MUPG 600, 600D1/D2 Recital Project 1 (9 cr.) [PRN 12454] – supplementary info;
MUPG 601, 601D1/D2 Recital Project 2 (9 cr.) [PRN 12455] – supplementary info;
MUPG 602 Recital Project 3 (6 cr.) [PRN 12456] – supplementary info;
MUPG 651, 651D1/D2 Perf./Comp. Recital Project (9 cr.) [PRN 11878] – supplementary info;
MUPG 652 Jazz Ensemble Recital Project (9 cr.) [PRN 11835] – description;
MUPG 659, 659D1/D2 Perf in Recording Media (9 cr.) [PRN 11836] – description;
MUPG 741 Grad Art Dip Performance Proj2 (4 cr.) [PRN 11838] – description, restriction, supplementary info;
MUPG 742, 742D1/D2 Grad Art Dip Performance Proj3 (8 cr.) [PRN 11839] – supplementary info;
MUPG 760 Doctoral Recital 1 (12 cr.) [PRN 11840] – supplementary info;
MUPG 767 Doctoral Recital 2 (12 cr.) [PRN 11841] – supplementary info;
MUSP 500D1/D2 Keyboard for Prof. Practice (2 cr.) [PRN 12428] – title, description, supplementary info.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES [continued]

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
NAST 201 Intro to North Amer. Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 12375]. Affected programs retired: _ES Comments/Corrections:_ Will remaining students in program have taken this course?
NAST 401 Interdisciplinary Seminar NAST (3 cr.) [PRN 12374]. Affected programs retired; _ES Comments/Corrections:_ Will remaining students in program have taken this course?
NAST 471 Topics in North Amer Studies 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12376]. Affected programs retired;
NAST 472 Topics in North Amer Studies 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12377]. Affected programs retired;
NAST 490 Independent Reading & Research (3 cr.) [PRN 12378]. Affected programs retired;
NAST 499 Arts Internship: NAS (3 cr.) [PRN 12379]. Affected programs retired;
QCST 472D1/D2 Tutorial/Travaux dirigés (6 cr.) [PRN 12878]. Affected program retired.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP